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Flash Back
The instructor held the class captive with a
passage from the book “Hiroshima.”
While she read, Michael Dierich started
to perspire. Feeling constricted, he tugged at his
collar, hoping for relief. The other students paid
him no mind as they listened to the instructor
describe the aftermath of the nuclear bombing of
the Japanese city during World War II. Dierich’s
thoughts, however, weren’t on the island nation
in East Asia - instead he was thinking about an
emergency room in Baghdad.           
Dierich is a junior at the University of
Wisconsin Oshkosh. He is also an Iraq war vet.

I wanted to use the military as a way
to help better myself and use it when I got
out because I knew that, if I got trained
as a medic, I would more likely than not
be able to find some sort of employment
once I got out of the military.

He thought he had left the war behind when
he finished his contract in 2011 after six years
in the Army. But he has since learned, he may
have left the front lines of war, but war and its
effects are still with him, even in an Advanced
Composition class.

From the Farm to the Army
Dierich was born in July 1981 in Port
Townsend, Wash., but grew up in Virginia Beach.
He is the oldest of three children. His mom,
Wendy, works multiple part-time jobs and his
dad, Carl, constructs reflector lights for airports.
Dierich’s affinity for the military, particularly the
Navy, grew from the time he was a kid, watching
airshows held at the nearby Norfolk Naval Base.
He was also enthralled with stories from a friend’s
parents who were in the Navy. The idea of being
part of that world did not go away, even when
his family moved to rural Freedom, Wis., when
he was 14, where he spent much of his free time
working on a dairy farm.
After graduating from Freedom High School
in 1999, Dierich started out as a part-time college
student at UW Oshkosh in the fall semester.
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The transition from high school to college was
difficult, and he struggled with his classes. He
ended up on probation after two semesters and
decided to take a break from college to work
several jobs. Two years later, he re-enrolled
with the help of friends to pick up where he left
off pursuing an education degree. In October
2005, after losing a job that he needed to pay
for college, he thought of an earlier dream about
joining the military.

Early Military Life
By joining the military, Dierich hoped to
reintroduce structure into his life, as well as the
discipline and direction that his life lacked. He
realized that it was a time of war and he could
easily be sent overseas at any time, but that didn’t
seem to bother him.
In October 2005, Dierich visited a recruiting
office, but the Navy turned him down. He had
had too many speeding tickets on his record. He
was not deterred. He marched right across the
hall from the Navy recruitment office to the Army
office, where he was accepted.

I wanted to use the military as a way to help
better myself and use it when I got out because
I knew that, if I got trained as a medic, I would
more likely than not be able to find some sort of
employment once I got out of the military. It would
be a lot easier for me to find a pretty decent job
with these medical skills that I was given. I think,
primarily, the reason that I chose to be a medic,
though, was I didn’t want to hurt anybody when
I was in. I didn’t want to be an infantry soldier.
I didn’t want to do a job where it would require
me to be in combat, per say, where I was actually
shooting and trying to blow people up and do all
that kind of stuff. I really wanted to help people
and not hurt them and I think that was my primary
motivating factor.
His next stop was Fort Leonard Wood
in Missouri for basic training on his way to
becoming a combat medic. His first night at
basic, he didn’t sleep at all because he was just so
nervous. He wasn’t sure initially if he was doing
the right thing.
Basic wasn’t as bad as I though it was going
to be. There were some good days and some bad
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days, but more good days. During that time, I
also tried to concentrate on my studies because
of the high dropout rate among first-year military
members.
After completing basic training, he was sent
to San Antonio, Texas for advanced individual
training (AIT). After finishing his training, he was
officially enlisted in the Army as a combat medic
and sent to Budingen, Germany for 10 months.

Operation Iraqi Freedom
In June 2007 Dierich’s unit from Germany
was deactivated and he was sent to Fort Eustis,
Va. After a few months there, Dierich was sent
to Iraq to help the medics there for a 15-month
deployment. The assignment did not come as a
surprise. He knew he’d be heading into the war
zone. It wasn’t a question of if, but when. Within
two months of arriving, however, Dierich suffered
I didn’t find out what was wrong with my
back until we got back from our deployment
and we did imaging on me. I spent my whole
deployment in pain.

a setback, an injury of unknown origins.

  

One day I woke up, and I felt this pain in
my left leg. The pain radiated down my leg. It
usually focused on my ankle. It always felt like
there was something wrong with my ankle. At its
worst point, I remember I always wanted to break
my ankle, so then I would have something to focus
the pain on and know why it’s happening because
I never had a reason. I didn’t find out what was
wrong with my back until we got back from our
deployment and we did imaging on me. I spent my
whole deployment in pain. Initially, my pain level
was pretty bad, around a 7 or 8 (out of 10) every
day. I used to take medications to help me sleep
at night and then in the morning I’d just wake up
and deal with it until I go to bed. Nowadays, on
a good day, it’s a 1 or 2. It never got to where I
couldn’t function as a soldier and do my job.
His unit was stationed at the Tallil Air
Base and its main mission was to teach combat
lifesaver courses to other military personnel,
including Air Force, Navy and Army Special
Forces. He even helped train contracted gate
guards from Uganda. Dierich, however, took his
role as a lifesaver one step further.

Dierich in Iraq.

I had a really good friend that was with me
from Germany. He and I got sent to the same unit
from Germany to Virginia and deployed together.
He had a wife and a son, so I wanted to take any
missions that would go outside the wire that were
dangerous. I wanted to take them for him, so he
would be able to go back to his family if anything
happened. I told his wife that I would look after
him before we deployed. The mentality I had was I
want to take missions that involve danger so they
don’t have to worry about it, so they can go back
to their wives and kids. That really was ingrained
in me while I was over there. As a medic, my
job is to save lives, so I wasn’t there to really be
gung-ho, and go out there and try to mow people
down with my weapon or anything. Granted, I
thought about that. If I’m in a combat situation,
and I’m going to have to take somebody’s life, am
I prepared to do that?

Working in the ER in Iraq
Dierich worked two one-month rotations
in the Baghdad ER. The first was mid-February
to mid-March 2008. The second rotation was
July 2008.

The Baghdad ER handled only the most
serious injuries from both the U.S military and
the locals. Sometimes, it even took care of the
wounded insurgents. There were specialists there
for certain injuries. If the injury couldn’t get
treated at the local aid station, the person would
get sent to Baghdad ER.
As soon as Dierich arrived, he was thrown
right into the fray. While being shown around
his future workplace, one of the other medics
came up to him and told him to hold a casualty’s
partially amputated foot so it could be reattached.
He handled IVs and EKGs and assisted the other
medics. In Dierich’s mind, he was in a hospital
working with people that rendered aid. It didn’t
matter that he was in working in a city that was
very much under a state of war. However, there
He had a wife and a son, so I
wanted to take any missions that would
go outside the wire that were dangerous.
I wanted to take them for him, so he
would be able to go back to his family if
anything happened.
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were moments that served as reminders that he
was a stranger in a strange land.
There was actually one time that we had
an Iraqi casualty that we saved. He had a bullet
wound to the head. We kept him alive, but there
was no way that he was going to survive in the
hospital system that they had, so we basically
gave him a morphine drip to have him peacefully
pass away. There were a couple Iraqi gentlemen
that worked for the hospital, they were janitors or
something like that. They performed a ceremony
with the Koran. They were saying their prayers
while we positioned the guy that was dying to the
east or whatever we had to do to make it so that it
was right. I got to be in the room while they were
saying their prayers and doing what they did to
honor their dead. That was actually a really cool
experience.

Back at Home
After being discharged from the military in
September of 2011, Dierich decided to go back
to UW Oshkosh to try again to pick up where he
left off. He switched majors from education to
environmental studies to raise awareness about

environmental issues and how to solve them.
I was trying to get awareness for things
I cared about and one of those things was the
amount of trash I saw around the barracks
because soldiers didn’t throw away their stuff or
they didn’t care. Kind of what I see on college
campuses. They just don’t respect the environment
as much as I think they should, and that’s just my
own perspective.
Dierich got married to his wife, Corina, on
July 14, 2010 and became a stepfather to then
10-year-old Maxx. Although his injury still gives
him trouble – he opted for nonsurgical ways to
manage his back issues - he’s not complaining.
He knows what he has received from his military
experience is invaluable. In fact, he’d still be a
soldier if not for his injured back.
The military has given me a sense
of pride that I didn’t have before. It’s
given me a lot of opportunities that I
probably wouldn’t have been able to take
advantage of.
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The military has given me a sense of pride
that I didn’t have before. It’s given me a lot of
opportunities that I probably wouldn’t have been
able to take advantage of. It’s helped me really
focus my life and direction and actually what I
want to do as opposed to what I thought I wanted
to do before.
The great thing about technology these days,
the guys I served with are relatively close by on
Facebook or telephone, text messaging, things like
that. I still talk to them a little bit, but not as often
as I used to when we were in the same unit, but I
know that if I need anything from any of the other
medics, especially the ones that I deployed with, if
I need them for anything, I could talk to them and
see if there’s anything they can do to help.
One of the things Dierich learned from
serving in the Army is how to make the best out
of every situation. He was able to do that while
serving in Iraq and he claims that’s what got him
home.
It put my life in a different perspective. Just
live, and experience the most you can every day.
Live every day as well as you can. Try to do the

best that you can. Have fun when you can, and be
serious and do your job when you have to. That’s
one of the things the Army taught me was try to
be happy and do the best that you can because
crap rolls downhill. No matter what rank you are,
you’re going to be scrubbing toilets, so just make
the best of your day and try to have fun with the
people around you because you’re all in the same
bowl of soup.
Dierich and his family moved to Delaware
in July 2013 to take over a dairy farm. He will
finish his education at Salisbury University in
Maryland.
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Care packages from home.
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